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POTTERY for adults, beginners or not.

Dates
18/19 et 20 Octobre 2013
7/8/9 Mars 2014
25/26/27 Mars 2014

This workshop is an opportunity for a first contact with clay or a new approach.
The participant will discover the possibilities of making small decorative or utilitarian objects
through hand building ,slab building + texture.
At the end of the course 2 objects (or more per “student” ) about the size of a bowl will be
kept and fired later (after the required drying period).
These items you will glaze yourself on another course or I could do it for you later.
Each participant will be allowed 10 kgs of stoneware clay body for the workshop .
Glazing and firing are not included in the price of the workshop .
The finished pieces will be sent to you at your expense or you can pick them up next time
you pop by.
Bring comfortable clothes: one can get dirty when we play with clay, old clothes are better
and an apron is essential.
You can consult our large collection of books (in French and English).

If wished by the group the workshop can be run in French or English ,or both : a good
opportunity to polish up your French or English while having fun !
Let us know what you think when you register.
I speak both French and English.
Number of participants : 5 participants maximum (the workshop will be cancelled if less
than 4 people have registered ) .
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Tariff :
180 euros for 3 days (18 hours tuition)
For meals (taken and prepared together) we ask you to come with specialties from your area
for the first 4 meals, we will also provide a meal and then the remaining meals will be
funded through a “kittie” to which we all contribute. (Thus helping economies and
conviviality). We will go shopping later on if needed.
There is also a restaurant in the village (2 kms away).
Accomodation :
We can provide B+B :
3 double rooms : 45 euros for a couple, 30 euros for 1 person per room.
We could also help you in your search for another type of accomodation if you wish .

